
HOUSE.... No. 96.

Executive Department Boston, February 16, 1866.

I herewith transmit the Report of Honorable Messrs. John
G. Palfrey, Solomon Lincoln, and Richard Frothingham, who
were appointed Commissioners under Resolve, chapter sixty-
one of the year eighteen hundred and sixty-five.

The Resolve referred to provided for the appointment of
three Commissioners, who should consider the provisions of the
Act of Congress, passed July second, eighteen hundred and
sixty-four, setting apart the Old Hall of the House of Repre-
sentatives for a hall of statuary; and said Resolve further
provided that the Commissioners should report such plan, in
compliance with the Act of Congress, as they should think
advisable, accompanying the report of a plan with such sugges-
tions as they might deem proper in reference to the eras in the
history of the Commonwealth to be commemorated by the
statues which it is proposed to erect.

It will be perceived that the learned Commissioners, in their
report, have limited their discussion to the topic of the latter
portion of the Resolve, and have treated the historic periods
which should be selected for representation in these works of
art, selecting also the men who may be supposed to have most
fully expressed the action and character of those periods. I

Commomucnltl) of iHossatlinsttte.

To the House of Representatives :
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think it will be apparent that, for obvious reasons, their treat-
ment of the subject could not have well gone beyond this
limit.

The Act of Congress, which has been alluded to, is in the
following words:

“ Sect. 2. And he itfurther enacted, That a marble floor, similar to
that of the Congressional library or the Senate vestibule, shall be
constructed in the old hall of the House of Representatives, using such
marble as may be now on hand and not otherwise required, and that
suitable structures and railings shall be therein erected for the reception
and protection of statuary, and the same shall.be under the supervision
and direction of the commissioner of public buildings ; and so much of
the moneys now or heretofore appropriated for the capitol extension as
may be necessary, not exceeding the sum of fifteen thousand dollars, is
hereby set apart and shall be disbursed for the porses [purposes]
hereinbefore mentioned. And the President is hereby authorized to
invite each and all the States to provide and furnish statues, in marble
or bronze, not exceeding two in number for each State, of deceased
persons who have been citizens thereof, and illustrious for their historic
renown or from distinguished civic or military services, such as each
State shall determine to be worthy of this national commemoration ;

and when so furnished the same shall be placed in the old hall of the
House of Representatives, in the cajfitol of the United States, which is
hereby set apart, or so much thereof as may be necessary, as a national
statuary hall, for the purposes herein indicated. ”

I am not aware how far other States have considered the
subject, but I have no information that there has been, thus
far, any such action on their part as can afford assurance of
the execution of the work to which all have been invited.
Whenever the interest manifested elsewhere shall warrant the
belief that the place designated may become, in a worthy sense,
a national hall of statuary, Massachusetts will undoubtedly be
among the earliest, and most cordial, to place her own heroes
in the group of commemoration and renown. Nor can I doubt
that you would even now order, with alacrity, the two statues
which have been requested, if there were anything like
certainty that the example would be followed by a considerable
number of other States, and that thus the ultimate completion
of the enterprise might be confidently anticipated. The

[Chapter 210,1864.]
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project suggested and encouraged by Congress, is as attractive
as it is unique. When the time shall come in which the
representatives of all the States shall sit together, one and
inseparable in their allegiance to the Union, to freedom and to
justice, I cannot conceive that anything would be more
impressive than the representative fellowship of the best historic
men of every section and every State, arranged in the old hall
of the capitol, enduring as bronze or marble, alike memorials
of the common renown of the past and prophets of the
common glories of the future. That scene would be surpassed
by nothing in the history of art or in the experience of
patriotism. I fondly indulge the hope that the conception may
be realized. At present, however, I do not perceive that we
have sufficient knowledge of the pui’pose of other portions of
the republic, to justify us in proceeding at once to undertake
our share in the work. I respectfully suggest to the General
Court, that perhaps it might be well that a resolve should be
passed, expressing the ready disposition of the people of this
Commonwealth to co-operate with those of the other States in
carrying into effect the design of Congress ; and that a copy of
this might be properly transmitted to them, in the hope that a
general harmony of action might thus be eventually secured.

In the meantime, the report of the Commissioners will
prove interesting and instructive here. Though in a single
particular they do not entirely agree, their review of our
historical eras, and their discriminating selection of those per-
sons who gave success, dignity and renown to the times whose
events they guided and controlled, will have great value and
influence whenever the State shall be called to act more directly
upon the subject.

ALEX. H. BULLOCK.
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To the Governor:

May it please your Excellency,—The undersigned are
honored by your commission dated June 28, 1865, under a
Resolve of the General Court of the same year, (chap. 61,)
“ authorizing the appointment of Commissioners upon the
subject of placing statues in the Old Hall of the House of
Representatives.” Your excellency, with the advice of council,
“ assigns, constitutes and appoints ” us “ to be Commissioners
under said Resolve to report in the manner and within the time
therein designated and required, such a plan, and with such
suggestions as we shall deem advisable and proper, in reference
to the eras in the history of this Commonwealth here con-
templated for commemoration.” We have been qualified for
the trust by taking and subscribing the prescribed oaths.

On referring to the Resolve under which we are appointed,
we find ourselves directed to “ consider the provisions of the
Act of congress passed July 2d, in the year 1864, setting apart
the old Hall of the House of Representatives (of the United
States) for a hall of statuary.” That Act (chap. 210, sect. 2,)
authorizes the President “ to invite each and all the States to
provide and furnish statues in marble or bronze, not exceeding
two in number for each State, of deceased persons who have
been citizens thereof, and illustrious for their historic renown,
or for distinguished civic or military services, such as
each State shall determine to be worthy of this national
commemoration.”

On careful consideration of the terms of our commission,
and of the laws therein referred to, we judge that their object
would not be accomplished if we should limit ourselves to sug-

gestions respecting “ eras in the history of the Commonwealth”
especially worthy to be commemorated by durable works of
art. We suppose it to be incumbent on us to make suggestions
of a more definite and practical character, inviting the atten-

tion of the government to the names of men, who, by extra-
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ordinary services to the Commonwealth and the nation, have
won the signal admiration and gratitude of later times.

To a question of such delicacy we address ourselves with
unfeigned diffidence. Massachusetts has not become what she
is—so orderly, so prosperous, so famous, so enlightened, so
moral, so religious —without the concurring and successive
labors of numbers of sage, public-spirited, heroic and holy men.
Benefactors worthy of enthusiastic praise have illustrated the
whole series of her annals. To pass in review the events and
the exploits of nearly two hundred and fifty years, and, among
the hosts of citizens of Massachusetts, born to be contrivers and
defenders of her welfare, guides of the nation, and lights to
the world, to select two individuals to be proposed for special
recognition, is a task from which we should shrink, if we did
not remember that no patriot’s fame is prejudiced by the ren-
dering of distinguished honors to others who have served by
his side, and that a generous acknowledgment of individual
merit is not an exclusive tribute, but, rightly regarded,
embraces every possessor of kindred virtue.

The heroic eras in a people’s history are those when extra-
ordinary crises in public affairs have prompted to peculiarly
hazardous and vigorous action. Of these, the history of Massa-
chusetts presents four. 1. That of the colonization and settle-
ment. 2. That of the Revolution of the seventeenth century,
when the government ofKing James the Second was overturned
in the colony. 3. That of the Revolution of the eighteenth
century, terminating in the independence and organized
nationality of the United States. 4. That of the Revolution
of the nineteenth century, subverting the rule of the slave
power.

The Commissioners unanimously regard the first of the eras
above designated as unquestionably demanding to be presented
by Massachusetts for the proposed national commemoration.
Perhaps that era deserves to be distinguished above all others
as the heroic age of our Commonwealth. At all events, at no
later period of its history, has there been a grander exhibition
of the highest qualities that belong to man. The conscientious-
ness, the daring, the fortitude, the self-renunciation, the
superiority to all selfish and sordid motives, the forecast in
design, the promptness and wisdom in action, the generous
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care for posterity, the devotion to great ideas, of the leaders in the
enterprise of colonization were such as the most magnanimous
men in later times may well be content if they may approach.

In the first colonists, the planters at Plymouth, all these quali-
ties were abundantly exemplified, and the merits and services
of Carver and Brewster, of Bradford, and Winslow, and
Standish, can never be recognized with too grateful commemora-
tion. But the settlement of Massachusetts Bay was projected
on a larger scale; it contemplated political results more com-
prehensive ; it became the hive from which other communities
were peopled with great rulers and good citizens; and it gave
birth to the institutions and the policy which mainly determined
the character of the subsequent history of New England. In
one of the early emigrants to Massachusetts, their acknowl-
edged chief, all their virtues were impersonated. We do not
hesitate to advise that one of the statues to be set up in the
national hall shall commemorate the period and the services of
the first John Winthrop. All nations have reserved peculiar
honors for their founders. John Winthrop, rather than any
other man, represents the founders of Massachusetts. It is
impossible to estimate the lasting influence of a human life.
But nothing can be more certain than that the beneficent con-
sequences of Winthrop’s life have been vast. His mind, more
than any other, arranged the social state of Massachusetts.
Massachusetts moulded the society of New England. “ The
principles of New England,” wrote the philosophical French
observer, “ spread at first to the neighboring States, then they
passed successively to the more distant ones, and at length they
imbued the whole confederation.” By virtue of recent events,
this process is now going on with a new activity, which is
destined still to grow. And this nation, as long as it continues
to hold up a guiding and cheering light to the friends of liberty
and law in all parts of the earth, will be carrying out the
work of John Winthrop, and of his associate colonists of
Masachusetts Bay.

Of the three other heroic eras above designated, from which
a selection is to be made of one, the Commissioners are not
inclined to fix on the second. The Revolution of April, 1689,
was a noble act of patriotism and courage. It was impelled
by a spirit, and was conducted with a determination and gravity,
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that showed the virtues of the founders to have survived
in their children. But its cause and consequences were not
such as, on the whole, to call for services and exploits so
memorable as those of the two later periods with which it comes
into comparison. Nor did any individual actor in it perform
that eminent part which might naturally present him as a
candidate for the commemoration now proposed. Among the
patriot leaders in Massachusetts in that age, the sentence of
history has perhaps awarded to Thomas Danforth the highest
place. But the sphere of his agency was not such as would
justify the selection of his name on this occasion, in preference
to those of illustrious benefactors to their country in more
recent times.

Two of the periods above designated remain to be considered.
Of these we think it proper to dismiss the latter from consider-
ation for the present purpose. We do so not from any doubt
as to its ample measure of desert. We cannot profess to be
certain that future history will declare any period except that
of the settlement to be better entitled to the name of the heroic
period of Massachusetts, than that through which we have just
now been passing. We question exceedingly whether, in the
Revolution which freed us from England, the ardent love of
country, the personal and domestic sufferings and sacrifices,
the liberality in giving, the courage and steadfastness in council
and in the field, the cheerful constancy under reverses, the
hopeful determination to make no terms that freemen would be
disgraced by, were more conspicuous or admirable than in that
recent Revolution which has made it impossible that the soil of
Massachusetts should ever again be a hunting-ground for
slaves.

But the time has not come for commemorating by statues
the actors in this great drama. The objects are as yet too
near to be disposed in correct historical perspective. It takes
history some time to select her permanent favorites. It may
possibly be that the Massachusetts man who in 1831 proclaimed,
“ I am in earnest; I will not equivocate ; I will not excuse ; I
will not retreat a single inch ; and I will be heard ;

” and who,
in the face of long continued reproach and contumely, and of
frequent violence and outrage, persisted in his efforts through
a third part of a century, till he saw the nation on his side and
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on the side of freedom, may, though never dignified with
public office, hereafter be pronounced the conspicuous hero of
the Commonwealth’s fourth heroic age. But, independently
of general considerations which dictate reserve in respect to
the selection of subjects for such honors till the dispassionate
verdict of time has been obtained, the Commissioners find that
by the terms of the Act of congress they are precluded from
consideration of the claims of contemporary merit. The
act contemplates the erection of statues commemorative of
“ deceased persons; ” and it would be impossible to make a
selection for the present purpose among eminent actors in
recent events, were it only for the reason that some at least of
those who would be brought into the comparison still survive,
objects still of the community’s grateful confidence, and not,
as they are to be hereafter, of its reverential memory.

Our further consideration being thus restricted to the era of
the Revolution of the last century, we find ourselves confronted
with numerous illustrious names, each deserving every honor
that a grateful posterity can bestow. While the present pur-
pose requires that one name among them be distinguished from
the rest, that distinction is not to be regarded as invidious, but
as a homage to excellent services in which all bore bravely their
appropriate part.

Among these names some are withdrawn by personal circum-
stances from consideration as to the question now in hand.
Oxenbridge Thacher, the pioneer writer of Massachusetts in
the controversy respecting the right of Great Britain to tax the
colonies ; Joseph Warren, the young president of the Provin-
cial Congress and martyr of Bunker Hill; and Josiah Quincy,
junior, whose manly life was one blaze of patriotic fervor, had
each a brilliant but a brief career. So had Jonathan Mayhew,
who, with Samuel Cooper and other religious patriots, guided
and stimulated the public mind from the pulpit. The same
thing, though not with the same precision, is to be said of
Joseph Hawley, of Northampton, whose public services for ten
critical years, equalled in importance by those of very few

other men, were brought to a close by failing health, soon

after the conflict of arms began. Benjamin Franklin, though
born in Massachusetts, had his citizenship in another State

through all his public life.
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James Bowdoin, Samuel Adams and John Hancock are
often mentioned together by reason of circumstances which
presented them in one group to the public view. The three
were successively governors of Massachusetts. Bowdoiu was
at the head of the administration as president of the council
when Hancock became the first governor under the constitution
framed in 1780 by the convention in whose deliberationsBow-
doin presided. While Adams, moving among the people at
large, was bravely and wisely training the public mind for
resistance to England, Bowdoin was doing the same service
through his great influence in the circles of wealth and learn-
ing. While Adams was prominent in conducting the dispute
with Bernard and Hutchinson on the part of the House of
Deputies, Bowdoin with like pertinacity and spirit was doing
the same work in the Provincial Council. Hancock and
Adams were together excepted by name from the general
amnesty offered by Governor Gage in June, 1775. The verdict
of later times seems to have somewhat changed the mutual
relation in which these two patriots stood before their contem-
poraries. While a succession of elections to all but the highest
public trusts attests the overshadowing popularity of Hancock,
the great services of Adams were rendered in stations less con-
spicuous ; and it was only towards the close of a long public
career, and after he was seventy years old, that he rose to be
governor of the Commonwealth. But history has revised the
not sufficiently exalted estimate made of him by his own age,
and determined his great services to be worthy of more
emphatic applause.

With the three last mentioned is also habitually associated
another shining name, connected, however, with events for the
most part of earlier date. James Otis, disabled by physical
infirmity, had been withdrawn five years from public action
when the armed resistance to British encroachment began.
But through the early stages of the controversy which resulted
in independence and nationality, the importance of his agency
may be allowed to have been unequalled by that of any othej
patriot. John Adams finds the birthday of American Inde-
pendence to have been in the month of February, 1761, when
Otis argued in the Colony House of Massachusetts against
General Writs of Assistance. “I do say,” is his language, “in
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the most solemn manner, that Mr. Otis’s motion against Writs
of Assistance, breathed into this nation the breath of life.”
“The seeds of Patriot heroes, to defend the Non sine Diis
animosus infans, were then and there sown. * * * * *

Then and there the child Independence was born.” The
patriotic energy then so brilliantly displayed was continued in
various forms of action through the next nine eventful years.
The share of James Otis in the composition of the State Papers
in which the Representatives of the colony asserted their rights
and the rights of their constituents; the triumphs of his extra-
ordinary eloquence in the General Court, in the Congress of
the Colonies in 1765, and in the town meetings and other
popular assemblies; the published works in which he vindicated
“the conduct of the House of Representatives of Massachu-
setts,” asserted “ the rights of the British Colonies,” and pre-
sented “Considerations on behalf of the Colonists,” may be
thought to mark him not only as the first august figure in the
line of the great constitutional lawyers of America, but, on
the political scene, as the master spirit of the all important
though brief period that passed between the peace with France
in 1768, and the first shedding, by British soldiers, of the blood
of Massachusetts men. In 1766, Governor Bernard wrote to
Lord Shelburne, “ The troubles in this country take their rise
from, and owe their continuance to, one man, so much that his
history alone would contain a full account of them. This
man, James Otis, Esq., was a lawyer in Boston,” &c. Three
years later, and when his star was already about to pass into
eclipse, Lord Clare and Edmund Burke, in debate in Parlia-
ment, still spoke of Otis as the chief champion of the Ameri-
can claims.

But the years in which Otis thus served his country were
few, and, momentous as they were, they were but the years of
preparation for the decisive struggle. His name naturally
introduces another, of which the least praise is that it was

longer associated with the course of public affairs than that of
any other Massachusetts patriot of the era of the Revolution.
John Adams, already known as Chairman, in 1769, of the
Committee of the town of Boston to draw up instructions to
its Representatives for resistance to British aggression, suc-
ceeded, in 1770, to the place in the General Court which had
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been vacated by Otis, bis master in the study of the law. For
thirty successive years from that time, he continued to be pro-
moted by the confidence of his countrymen from one high
office to another, till he attained the highest. And at the end
of another quarter of a century, on the fiftieth anniversary of
the day when ho had affixed his name to the Declaration of
Independence, he died, having but lately been called to preside,
when over eighty years old, in the Convention of his fellow-
citizens of the Commonwealth for revising that Constitution
which in middle age he had had a principal hand in framing.

The undersigned advise that one of the memorial sculptures
to be pi’ovided by Massachusetts for the proposed gallery in the
national capitol be dedicated to the memory of John Adams.
We again avow our sense of the delicacy of the task of passing
a judgment on the comparative value of the services of eminent
public servants; but we undertook no less when we accepted
the commission with which your Excellency has honored us.
We can find no services of any other Massachusetts patriot of
the period of the Revolution, which would justify us in passing
by, as of secondary account, the claims of the statesman, who,
in the years immediately preceding the conflict of arms, was in
the van of the friends of freedom in our General Court; who,
twice chosen as Counsellor of the Province, was twice honored
by the rejection of the Royal Governor; who, in the Continen-
tal Congress, served on the Committee that reported the
Declaration of Independence, and, though not the writer of
the document known by that majestic name, was perhaps more
than any other man, the author of the act at the time when it
was consummated; who, two months before that Declaration,
made and carried the motion, “to recommend to the colonics
to adopt such a government as would, in the opinion of the
representatives of the people, best conduce to the happiness
and safety of their constituents and of America;” who, in the
words of the writer of the Declaration, was the “Colossus of
that Congress,” “the great pillar of support to the Declaration
of Independence, and its ablest advocate and champion on the
floor of the House;” whose less conspicuous labors in the Con-
tinental Congress were such that he is recorded to have been a
member of ninety committees, and chairman of twenty-five;
who, sent abroad in a diplomatic capacity, changed to hope and
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confidence the discouraging prospects of the war, by his diffi-
cult negotiation of a loan of money at a period of utmost
need; whose written treatises on the principles and forms of
free governments were not surpassed in importance by any
other agency which went to determine our National and State
Constitutions; who set his name to that treaty with England,
which gave us peace and an independent national existence;
who came home to hold the second place in the Federal Gov-
ernment when Washington held the first, and then to succeed
him as President of the United States,—the only Chief Magis-
trate, except the son educated by him for greatness, that Mas-
sachusetts has yet given to the country.

If the views above presented should approve themselves to
the General Court, Massachusetts will provide statues of John
Winthbop and John Adams as her contribution to the national
gallery.

Our learned associate on the commission concurs with us but
partially in the conclusions above submitted. We understand
that he will present his views in a separate communication.

We have the honor to be,
With every sentiment of respect,

Your Excellency’s obedient servants,

JOHN G. PALFREY.
SOLOMON LINCOLN.
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The undersigned concurs with his associates of the commis-
sion in the selection of the two eras in the history of Massachu-
setts which are proper to be commemorated by the statues
proposed to be placed in the Old Hall of the House of Repre-
sentatives at Washington, namely, that of the Colonization and
that of the Revolution.

The undersigned also agrees with his associates in the con-
clusion, that history points to John Winthrop, in the importance
and variety of his service and the dignity of his character, as
being the proper subject for a statue designed to represent
Massachusetts at the era of the Colonization.

The undersigned regrets that he cannot concur in the opinion
of his associates with respect to the individual selected as the
subject for a statue to represent Massachusetts at the era of the
Revolution.

At this era the arbitrary policy of the British administration
was developed in a system of aggression on the natural and
constitutional rights of the people; and the duty fell on this
colony of taking the leading steps in exposing, and in great
crises of forcibly resisting the execution of, acts held to be
illegal. This opposition, especially after the disturbances in
the period of the stamp act, was characterized by a statesman-
like sagacity rarely witnessed in great popular movements.
The measures having a national bearing, which may be selected
from the mass of the history of those times, are :

The line of action aiming at a union of the colonies which
was inaugurated when it was proposed to pass the stamp act of
1765:

The masterly expositions of the American cause which are to
be seen in the State papers of the House of Representatives
of the winter of 1767-8: and especially the circular letter
which this House addressed to the other colonial assemblies
proposing unity of action occasioned by the passage of the
Townshend revenue acts of 1767 :

MINORITY REPORT.
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The formation in 1772 of committees of correspondence,
■which according to Mr. Bancroft, “ included the whole Revolu-
tion,” and which gave the popular party an efficient working
organization, occasioned hy arbitrary instructions at the hand
of Lord Dartmouth:

The destruction of the tea at Boston, which was an act, in
its consequences, second only to the Declaration of Indepen-
dence, occasioned hy the tea importation of 1773 :

The exercise of the right ofrevolution, in 1774 by Massachu-
setts in its resistance to the Regulating Acts of this year and
the endorsement of this action by the general congress, occa-
sioned by the penal legislation closing the port of Boston and
altering the local government.

This series of events evolved, out of each other in such a way
as to mark the stages of progress towards that transcendant
result in history, the American Revolution. The action of
Massachusetts, conceived in the spirit of self-preservation, was
so wise as to time, so well as to manner, and so comprehensive
as to object, that it won for her patriots the love of their con-
temporaries and the admiration of the political world. So that
their descendants can ever present this era as worthy of
commemoration.

Several members of this band of patriots were so thoroughly
imbued with a love of liberty and devotion to principle, and
appear so prominently in political action, as to be worthy of
having statues erected to their memory. The discharge of the
duty of the commission, seems to require the selection of the
patriot who is the most identified with the measures which won
for Massachusetts her revolutionary x-enown. The political life
of one of the band, James Otis, who is justly regarded as the
pioneer, was closing as the Revolution was commencing; and
another, John Adams, according to the biography of his grand-
son, was rather a counsellor than an actor until 1774; and
until this year is not found identified with any leading political
measure. The career of another, Samuel Adams, covers the
entire period of the Revolution. And the record of his service
identifies his name in so through a manner with the measures
of opposition to arbitrary power, that have been specified, in
their inception, their adoption and their execution, as to entitle
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him to the credit of having been, in political terms, the father
of each of them.

He was the author of the instructions which Boston gave in
May 1764 to its representatives in the general court by which
the town protested against the proposed stamp tax, the earliest
organized action against tiiis measure ; and these instructions
proposed definite action in regard to that union which it was a
great object of his life to form :

He was the framer of the State papers issued by the House
of Representatives of the winter of 1767-8, including the cir-
cular letter of February 11, 1768, which was followed by
remarkable results bearing on the union :

He not only originated the measure of the committees of
correspondence of 1772 and made the motion in a town meeting
for the appointment of the committee for Boston, but he was
the master-spirit of this organization in its great political
action:

He was the leader in the committee of correspondence and in
the public meetings, of the remarkable popular movement which
resulted in the destruction of the tea:

He was at the head of the bold and perilous revolutionary
action of Massachusetts in 1774 ; and he moved, in the House
of Representatives, the resolutions that fixed the time and place
for the meeting of the general congress of that year :

During this period of the formative process of the country, he
was engrossed to such a degree with public affairs, as to show
that it was the master-passion of his life to fix American liberty
on the basis of American law. His utterances are the best of
the time in behalf of this cause ; the action which he proposed,
was such as was imperiously demanded by the progress of
events ; and he stands out in the prolonged appeal of a free
people in the court of Reason in behalf of their rights, not
merely as the representative man of Massachusetts, but of the
country: so that Thomas Jefferson might well declare: “If
there was any Paliuurus to the Revolution, Samuel Adams was
the man.”

In addition to this general service, is his connection with the
question of Independence. He was the earliest of the revolu-
tionary statesmen to reach the conclusion that this was the only
step that would place American liberty on a solid foundation ;



and when he judged that the time was ripe for this great
measure, his course, in and out of congress was marked by a
frank, indefatigable and triumphant advocacy of it. As years
before this step was taken, he discussed this subject in the press
he ever joined to it the idea of “ an American Commonwealth,”
and his name is found connected with the formation of the
Articles of Confederation. At a critical period, in the history
of the Federal Constitution, he cast a powerful and needed
influence on the side of its ratification by Massachusetts.

To this service in behalf of Union, Independence, and a
General Government, is to be added life-long devotion to the
welfare of his native State in the press and the public meeting;
as legislator, counsellor and chief-magistrate, and as a repre-
sentative in congress. He is identified with the cause of
Education, of Christianity and ofRepublicanism.

Reluctant as I am to differ from my respected associates, yet
I am constrained to express the conviction that history points
to Samuel Adams as the representative man of Massachusetts
at the era of the American Revolution.

Accordingly, I respectfully submit Samuel Adams as the
proper subject for the other statue which it is proposed that this
State should erect in the Old Hall of the House of Represen-
tatives.

RICHARD FROTHINGHAM.
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